The Colossus of
Bletchley Park
At Bletchley Park, home of the UK's top-secret code-breakingactivities
in the Second World War, work is under way to rebuild Colossus, the
machine that helped break the signal traffic of the German high
command. Tony Sale, director of the Colossus rebuild project, describes
the origins of this remarkable machine and the task of restoring it to life
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uring the Second War World, considerable.When Alan Turing came to saving Bletchley Park from commercial
Bletchley Park in Bedfordshire, put together his revolutionary proposals development and seemingly inevitable
the UK centre for codebreliking. for the ACE computer, he knew that his destruction. It was at this point that the
was responsible for a stream of priceless design was eminently feasiblebecause he idea of rebuilding Colossuswas born.
We were almost too late. Many of the
intelligence on the plans of the German had seen much larger machines working
military So crucial was this work to the at Bletchley Park
original designers,budders and maintenSince Prof. Randell's 1976 revelations, ance men had died, and of those still
success of the Allied war effort that the
very existenceof Bletchley Park was kept additional information has gradually alive, all were in their 70s and 80s. No
s&et und 1974.
appeared on Colossus. DetaileSd photo- matter how urgently we wished to press
In 1976, Prof. Brian
ahead with building. we had
hrst to prepare the ground
Randelll revealed perhaps
with a substantial research
the most remarkable of
Bletchley Parks secrets, with
programme into the origins
the announcement of a
and operation of Colossus.
pioneering 2500-valve programmable logic calculator
origins
used to break the cipher
The German military's
messages of the German
offensive strategy the Blitzarmy high command.Called
krieg. depended on the close
and secure co-ordmation of
Colossus because of its
unprecedented size, this
air and ground forces. This
exhaordinary machine was
highly innovative tactic was
made possible by the
instrumental in shortening
the war, exposing Hitler's
invention of easily portable
intentions in the budd-up to
radio sets, but relied on a
large amount of radio traffic.
D-Day in 1944.
Ten or possibly 11,
Hence effective cipher sysmachines were built, and in
tems were central to its cosheer scale they completely
ordmation.
eclipsed the American Eniac 1 Lorenz machine showing the 12 wheels that control the
The Germans had adoptcomputer, which they pre- encipherlng process
ed the E n i p a m a h e as
dated bv some two vears.
their front-Le cipher system
The secrecy surrounding Colossus graphs have been published and the as early as 1932. Enigma was the
meant that it had no direct dluence on hardware details of the madune have all workhorse of German enciphering.but it
the development of computers as we been declassified.
was not the only machine used. The
know them.
I was unaware of the role of Colossus Lorenz SZ42 and the Siemens T52 were
However, by demonstrating that a until, in 1989, I discovered Prof. Randell's also employed,both m a h e s using the
very large collection of electronic valves work while researching the history of Vemam cipher system to encipher
could be made to work together with early computers. In 1990 I became a teleprinter tr&c. The Lorenz machine
great reliability its indirect influence was founder member of a group dedicated to (Fig.1)was used by the German army and
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the Siemens machine by the whyaffe.
Radio transmissions using these
Vemam-based machines were intercepted in the UK from 1940, and were
p e n the collective codename Fish. The
Wehrmacht trafficon the Lorenzmachine
was designated by the codename Tunny
The enormous strategic importanceof the
Fish transmissions became apparent
when traffic analysis revealed that they
were messages between the German high
command and the field commanders.
Work on the decipherment problem,
directed at the more strategically important Tunny traffic, began quickly under
the direction of Brig. John Tiltman.
The Lorenz machine was based on 12
wheels, organised into two groups of five
enciphering wheels and one group of
two control wheels. Each wheel had a
number of small pins on its circumference which were set by the operator,
there being a total of 501 pins in all. These
pins can be regarded as a sequence of Os
and Is, depending on whether the
operator sets the pin to on or off.
At a given position of all the wheels,
one pin from each wheel would be in the
operative position. An input character,
punched in Murray code onto five-hole
paper tape, was enciphered by successive
exclusive-OR operations, first with the
patterns given by the operative pins on
the first group of five wheels, then with
those on the second group of five wheels
(Fig.2). The first group of wheels moved
each time a new character was input; the
movement of the second group depended on the operative pins on the control
wheels. Further details on the Lorenz
machine are given in Reference 2
By exploiting mistakes by German
machme operators, John Tiltman was
able to deduce that the cipher key was in
two parts: the pin positions, changed
once a day and the wheel start positions,
changed for every message. At first,
laborious hand methods were used to
determine the pin pattern and start
positions of each wheel. By 1942 it was
clear that mechanical aids would be
required to decipher the large number of
messagesbeing intercepted.
This led, in late 1942 to 'Heath
Robinson'-like machines whose task was
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I 2 Process of

enciphering letter A
on a Lorenz machine

I
February 1944 it was being run against
real intercepted tapes and it was
successful on its first live run.
The success of the Mark 1Colossus led
to an immediate request for a more
powerful Mark 2 With considerableforesight, Dr. Flowers had anticipated tlus
move, and had components already in
stock or on order. As a result the Mark 2
was ready by June 1944,in time for D-Day

to find the wheel start positions used for
a message. The intercepted enciphered
message, punched onto five-hole paper
tape, was made into a continuous loop.
The hand-determined wheel-pin patterns were punched onto another paper
tape, also formed into a loop.
These two tapes were then compared
against each other using logic operations Design
s d a r to those used in the original
The basic requirement for Colossus
Lorenz machine, and scores kept of the was high-speed repetitive readmg of teleresults of the comparisons. The relative printer traffic punched in Murray code
onto five-hole paper tape, and the internal
generation of sequences of digits corresThe machine was
pondmg to the patterns set on the wheels
of a Lorenz machine. This pattern generdifficult to
ation was synchronised to the sprocket
holes read on the paper tape; these
operate, and
sprocket-hole pulses formed, in modem
terms, the clock for the whole machine.
The generated patterns were then
accurate tape
correlatedwith the intercepted cipher text
on the paper tape. Accumulated scores
synchronisation
were kept on decade counters and printed onto a typewriter after each complete
very hard
read through the cipher text.
The Heath Robinson machines used a
to sustain
phase-modulated 25 kHz signal, a system
which, although it used only about 50
positions of the tapes were stepped on valves, was extremely difficult to set up
one character after each complete pass and maintain. In contrast, Dr. Flowers
around the loop to simulate a new start decided that Colossus should use DC sigposition for the wheels. Eventually the nalling levels? Although this involved
correct wheel positions would be indic- many more valves, he knew that they
ated by a small peak in the comparison would be reliable provided that the heatscores. Unfortunately the machine was ers inside the valves were not switched on
difficult to operate, and accurate tape and off.
synchronisation very h a d to sustain.
The wheel patterns were generated by
Dr Tommy Flowers, at the GPO rings of thyratron valves. In these only
Research Laboratories at Dollis Hill, came one thyratron could be on at a time. On
up with the brilliantidea of producingthe each clock p& the next thyratron in
wheel pattern streams electronically sequence was energised. The number of
rather than readmg them from a paper thyratrons in each ring corresponded to
tape. This immediately removed the the number of positions on each wheel in
problem of synchronisation and allowed the Lorenz machine. This meant 501
the intercepted enciphered paper tapes to thyratrons in all.
be read at the unheard-of speed of 5000
One major problem was the heater
charactersper second.
consumption of the GTlC thyratrons, 6V
They called the electronic machine at L4 for each valve. This necessitated
Colossus, and the Mark 1was developed lOOA heater transformers, actually slung
during spring and summer of 1943. By in the racks, to feed all the thyratrons.
the autumn, the various racks were workDecade counters were required to
ing and it was &mantled and taken accumulate the results of the logic operfrom Dollis Hill to Bletchky Park where it ations between the generated patterns
was reassembledover Christmas1943. By and the cipher text. Dr. Flowers decided to
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3 Colossus with
WRNS operators

base his design on a prewar design by
Wynn-Williams at the Rutherford laboratories. The counters worked in bi-quinary mode with a divide-by-two bistable
followed by a ring-of-five counter. Trus
ring counter required close-tolerance
1MR resistors, achievedby ordering very
large numbers of resistors and then
sorting them into batches by exact value.
The circuit diagram, which has survived,
has a note saying that all megohm
resistors in the biquinary circuit should
be from the same batch number.
The valves used in the counters were
Mullard EF36 pentodes or equivalent.
This valve had two advantages. First, its
heater consumption was very low, only
D2A at 6-3V. Second, its suppressor
electrode was brought out to a base pin,
allowing the anode current to be switched
by either grid or suppressor.This allowed
AND or OR logic to be comtmcted easily
In many ways, the optical system for
reading the punched paper tape was the
heart of Colossus, as it made the high
processing speeds possible. The system
was the responsibility of Dr. Arnold
Lynch, an optics expert at Dollis Hill.
Dr. Lynch was never told the use to
which his design was to be put. All he had
was a brief specihcation detailing that
punched paper tape was to be continuously read at at least 5000 charactersper
second, and that the output from the
photoelectric cells was to be as nearly as
possible a square wave for each hole read.
He was given a large number of hardvacuum photocells to use in the design,
part of a stock of 10 000, originally intended for use as proximity detectors in antiaircraft shells.
The cells formed the detectom for the
data holes and the sprocket holes in the
punched paper tape. Five data holes and
one sprocket hole meant a row of six
photocells. The optical system therefore
comprised a high-power (50W) lamp
illuminating the paper tape through a
collunator on one side, with a projecting
lens giving a tenfold magruticationon the
other side, focusing an image of the paper
tape onto the photocells.
Dr. Lynch realised that a mask was
required in front of the photocells to
achieve adequatedark-to-lightratios. This
gave h n the opportunity to devise a
sophisticatedmask whose shape gave the
rehuired square-wave photocell output.
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4 Rebuilt tape pulley system with bedstead frames

This design was the double-meniscus
form seen on the Colossus mask preserved in the Science Museum. Dr. Lynch
also incorporated small lenses behind
each mask aperture, to concentrate the
light onto the most sensitive part of the
photocells.
The paper-tape feed mechanism had
to be very smooth running and stable
because of the magrutication required.
The design used large 9 in (22.5 an)diameter aluminium pulleys with the
tape looped over a smaller motor-driven
pulley to provide a friction drive. There
was some anxiety about the strength of
paper tape, but it proved to be quite
adequatefor long continuousrunning. At
5000 characters per second a tape would
last a few days, long enough to achieve a
result. In a speed test, Dr. Flowers ran the
tape motor at the equivalent of 9600 char-

acters per second,at which speed the tape
broke and pieces were hurtled in all
dnections at nearly 100h / h !

Colossus in operation
Once a good tape had been acquired it
was joined into a loop and then loaded
onto the Colossustape frames, called bedsteads (Figs.3,4).The tape, which could be
up to 40 ft (13 m) long. was threaded
round the pulleys. Some pulleys had
three grooves round the circumference to
accommodatemultiple loops. One pulley
was on a sliding bracket and could be
positioned to take up the slack and get the
tension just right.
The Colossus operators came from the
Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRNS, or
’Wrens’).While one Wren was setting up
the tape, another would be plugging up
the wheel patterns that the codebreakers
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I was given

access to what
little written
wished to try against this particular
intercepted tape.
The codebreaker would then speafy
the comparison strategies to be followed,
and these would be plugged up on the
front panels using telephone jacks and
cords. Span counters could be set to cause
bad parts of the message to be ignored
Limit counts could also be set not to print
out counts below a given value, thus
reducing output.
Once the tape had been brought up to
fullspeed, the analysiscycles were started
The counts for each loop round the
message tape were printed out on an IBM
typewriter for analysisby the codebreaker.
It typically r e q d two or three days'
continuous analysis before the wheel start
positions could be determined.

The fate of Colossus
At the end of the war in 1945, all but
two of the m a c h e s were stripped down
to component level. The standard GPO
parts for the stripped down machines
were returned to GPO stores, while all
other parts were literally smashed up reportedly at Winston Churchill's express
command, requiring that all equipment
used in producing Ultra (the intelligence
output from Bletchley Park) should be
reduced to nothing larger than a human
hand. The two Colossus machines that
survived were dismantled and moved to
Eastcote in Ruislip, London. It is thought
that the last one was finally decommissioned in 1958 or 1960.
AU the construction drawings were
finally burnt in 1960. The only surviving
records of Colossus were then a number
of circuit diagrams,kept quite unofficially
by some engineers, and the set of official
photographs, taken probably in 1945in H
Block in Bletchley Park.

The resurrectionist
This then was the historical background to Colossus. My problem was to
decide whether it was possible to rebuild
it.
My early career in valve electronics,
followed by time in intelligence, computing and finally in computer restoration at
the Science Museum, made me an ideal
candldateto rebuild Colossus.By November 1993, I had started work in earnest.
The feasibility of building a replica
depended mainly on three factors: per58

information
exists
mission to build, access to structural and
circuit information,and adequate supplies
of o r i p a l components. Because of the
secrecy surrounding Colossus, I thought it
wise to go through official channels for
permission to build I renewed my old
connections with GCHQ and eventually
obtained the necessary clearance for
permission to build. One caveat was that
the geneml public would not be allowed
direct hands-on access to the replica
I was given access to what little written
information exists, some of which is still
classified, and was also allowed to talk to
the original designers,builders, maintenance engineers and operators. Mormation was collected from photographs,
drawings, notes and interviews, and
collated into computer-aided design
drawings, mainly derived painstakingly
from the photographs.
The complete rack assemblies and
most of the chassis layouts were completed by early 1994.This was followed by
the 'bedstead, which held the paper tape,
together with the details of the optical
system. Some of the control circuits have
yet to be defined, but by August 1994,
enough information was available to
allow construction to begm
A crucial factor in assessing the
feasibility of rebuilding was the availability of contemporary components. The
breakthrough came with the discoveryof
a hoard of over 350 t of Second World
War equipment and components in the
collection of the Museum Trust of
Communications& Electronics in Bristol,
some of which it has kindly made
available to the project.
An ever increasing net of ex-GPO
engineers has revealed large quantities
of ex-GPO equipment, which, in many
cases, has remained unchanged over 50
years and can be used in the rebuilding.
Scouring wireless swap meets and
jumble sales also brought in more components. Shaking various 'trees' brought
to light important components, including original photocells and lenses.
The information gathered has also
allowed the identificationof components
that will have to be re-manufactured.One
of these is a five-pin surface-mounting
valve base used for the gas-filled thyra-

trons. 600 of these will be required,but we
have a GPO drawing that gives all the
dimensions required.

kogress to date
Construction has commenced under
the Colossus Rebuild Project in a room in
H Block in Bletchley Park This room
originally housed a Mark 3 Colossus, and
is thus very appropriate.It has been made
available by the Bletchley Park Trust,
which is now on course to acquire
Bletchley Park as a museum campus in
April 1995.I am also museums hector to
the Bletchley Park Trust, and have created
the initial museum provisions, which
were opened by HRHthe Duke of Kent in
July 1994,when he officially inaugurated
the Colossus Rebuild Project.
The paper-tape-read system is now
completelyrecreated and built. In this Dr.
Lynch was a great help; although well
into his 80s, he kindly came to my house
in Bedford. We spent a stimulating
afternoon in front of my CAD system,
reverse engineering his original design.
The 9 in pulley wheels have been cast
in aluminium and machined by Chris
Burton, a Computer Conservation Society colleague. Much painting, cutting
and drilling work was required in constructing the completed paper-tape read
system. A large chassis carries the 40
valves required in the amplifiers.This is
the only chassis with through-chassis
valve bases, so it was back to 1940schassis
bashing with Q Max cutters for me. I
remembered the pain well.
The results exceeded my best expectations.The tape pulley system (Fig.4)is as
smooth as silk, delivering a remarkably
stable image to the eight original photocells that I have acquired They all work
and deliver the same output as the original notes indicated. The final pulse outputs from the paper-tape system are now
exactly as originally specified with the
tape running at a comfortable 5000 characters per second
An interesting point came to light in
the final testing of the read system. I was
having considerable trouble with changing average signal levels between different test patterns punched onto the paper
tape, and eventually traced this to the
mask design dowing light through, even
when adjacent hole images were (supposedly) off the mask.
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I had no
alternative but
to press forward
I decided that, faced with this
problem, I would have designed the
mask differently concentrating on the
dark interval between spots rather than
the transmitted light on an ahgned spot.
This led to a double concave form, which
is now incorporatedand works very well.
When I told one of the original engineers that I had been having trouble with
the mask, he immediatelyremarked that
they had troubletoo, and the mask that he
remembered was like mine, rather than
that originally designedby Dr.Lynch. This
is one discovery that would nwer have
come to light without the actual rebuild
In parallel with this work, I have built
a replica (on a breadboard, of course) of
the origmal bi-quinary counter, using
on@ valve bases and valves, but cheating with the 1MQ resistors, where I used
modem components. This worked first
time, and adually runs up to 12 kHz,
slightly higher than the on@
spec-

as fast
as possible
ification.In April 1994 I showed it to Dr.
Flowers, who was most impressed. Just
seeing it working brought back a lot of
memories of Colossusthat he thought he
had forgotten.
The next stage is to assemble four of
the bi-quinary counters on plates, and to
bolt them onto the racks that are now
assembled. This will allow the control
logic to be worked out, and data hole
counts to be made from the test tapes on
the bedstead. We will then finally be in a
position to test whether my faith in the
quality of the tape reader is justified.

The future
The next phase of construction
depends on getting sponsorship for the
project. To date, I have financed everything myself, but am now runningout of

money I felt that, because of the age of
the original people involved I had no
alternative but to press forward as fast as
possible if I was to have any chance of
success.
Bletchley Park is now open to the public every other weekend, the next weekend being 24-25 March.The wartime
buildmgs, an exhibition of codebreaking
and various German cipher machines,
including a Lorenz, are on display
together, of course, with the rebuilding of
colossus.
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